
Heartfield - a band created by a guitarist, vocalist and songwriter Jakub Sedlak. After
finishing his jazz guitar degree in Prague, Czech Republic, he decided to leave the
role of a sideman in various commercial projects and make the step towards his own
music career. After moving to Berlin in 2014, inspired by the bands like Pink Floyd,
Dream  Theater  or  Steven  Wilson,  Jakub  composed  his  first  songs  that  would
eventually become his main focus – Heartfield. 

„Life is a huge field of different emotions, feelings and experiences. And the same
with  music.  Heartfield  is  a  place where  I  can put  together  all  the moments that
somehow got stuck on my heart” says Jakub. Therefore the songs range from sad,
gloomy ballads and melancholic moods to a solid rock attitude and raw metal. „I like
to write very personal lyrics about things that made me stop and think.  Or maybe
look back again and see what they were actually supposed to tell me about myself.
Like  human  communication,  social  life,  relationships,  life  values,  different
perspectives, opinions and of course love. And hate. Most people can relate to such
topics, it's just everyday life with it's ups und downs. And I try to put those sometimes
even subtle feelings into words.”

Heartfield's music has a strong emphasis on melody, supported by heavy guitar riffs
and surrounded by a wall of wide synths. The songs are complex, mostly longer, very
emotional,  with  unusual harmony and  rhythm changes  that will hold the listener's
attention till the end. Or maybe play the track again. 

Now  in  2018  the  band  based  in  western  Germany  is  bringing  out  the  first  EP
“Follow”  including  four  tracks.  The  musicians  are  about  to  hit  the  stage  in  the
following line-up:

Jakub Sedlak – Guitar, Vocals
Nicolai Stenzel – Bass
Dominik Targonski – Keyboards
Marlon Schäfer – Drums

Contact:
Band: myheartfield@gmail.com
Booking: jackie@koma-booking.de
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